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ABSTRACT
A thermodynamic analysis is presented of an overturning circulation simu-
lated by two cloud resolving models, coupled by a weak temperature gradient
parametrisation. Taken together, they represent two separated regions over
different sea surface temperatures, and the coupling represents an idealised
large-scale circulation such as the Walker circulation. It is demonstrated that a
thermodynamic budget linking net heat input to the generation of mechanical
energy can be partitioned into contributions from the large-scale interaction
between the two regions, as represented by the weak temperature gradient
approximation, and from convective motions in the active warm region and
the suppressed cool region. Model results imply that such thermodynamic
diagnostics for the aggregate system are barely affected by the strength of
the coupling, even its introduction, or by the SST contrast between the re-
gions. This indicates that the weak temperature gradient parametrisation does
not introduce anomalous thermodynamic behaviour. We find that the vertical
kinetic energy associated with the large-scale circulation is more than three
orders of magnitude smaller than the typical vertical kinetic energy in each
region. However, even with very weak coupling circulations, the contrast be-
tween the thermodynamic budget terms for the suppressed and active regions
is strong and is relatively insensitive to the degree of the coupling. Addition-
ally, scaling arguments are developed for the relative values of the terms in
the mechanical energy budget.
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1. Introduction32
The representation of the interactions between large-scale tropical circulations and local33
convective processes is an issue of fundamental importance to the simulation of tropical circula-34
tions. Computational constraints mean that models that explicitly simulate both convection and35
large-scale motion over domains of appropriate size can rarely be used. Hence a strategy, often36
adopted in the development of convection parametrisations for the tropics for GCMs, is to carry37
out studies using cloud resolving models (CRMs) that explicitly model convection in conjunction38
with a parametrisation of the large-scale dynamics that is influenced by local conditions. The39
weak temperature gradient approximation (Sobel and Bretherton 2000; Raymond and Zeng 2005)40
is one such parametrisation.41
42
The atmospheric circulation can be analysed from the perspective of a generalized Carnot heat43
engine, that converts a temperature difference between two reservoirs into mechanical energy44
(e.g. Emanuel (1986) for the case of tropical cyclones). It has been shown by Pauluis (2011) that45
the impact of the hydrological cycle is to reduce the efficiency of such a conversion relative to46
the generalized Carnot maximum. This paper addresses convective and large-scale circulations47
as heat engines, unpacking how efficient they are at transforming potential work into kinetic48
energy dissipation and water lifting, in the face of the thermodynamic penalties associated with49
irreversible phase transitions in a moist atmosphere. Hitherto, similar analyses have not been50
applied in a context where the influence of large-scale circulations on local convection is modeled51
separately. Such an approach has the potential not only to clarify the consequences of different52
large-scale parametrisation approaches and to identify constraints on them but also to shed light53
on the nature of the interaction between the large-scale and the local dynamics. In particular, we54
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examine whether the mechanical energy budget is well-behaved when two convecting regions are55
coupled by a parametrised large-scale circulation.56
57
The Weak Temperature Gradient (WTG) approximation was first suggested by Sobel and58
Bretherton (2000) and subsequently modified by introducing a short relaxation time (e.g.59
Raymond and Zeng 2005). Alternative methods such as the damped gravity wave (DGW)60
approach (Kuang 2008; Romps 2012), a spectral variant of the WTG (Herman and Raymond61
2014) and others have been proposed. In this paper we focus on the weak temperature gradient62
approximation, but work on the DGW approach is ongoing. Preliminary analysis suggests that63
the DGW approach would give similar results to those presented in this paper.64
65
A recent project has compared the results produced by different implementations of some of66
these methods (Daleu et al. 2015b, 2016), suggesting that the WTG approach is more prone to67
multiple equilibria than the DGW approach, and that the latter produces smoother large-scale68
vertical velocities. One of the advantages of the WTG approach is that its simplicity permits an69
analytical approach, and for that reason it is used here.70
71
A common formulation of the WTG approximation assumes that a large-scale vertical wind is72
prescribed so as to contribute to the elimination of horizontal temperature contrasts. This paper73
adopts a typical definition, where the prescribed vertical large-scale wind wLS is:74
wLS
∂qr
∂ z
=
q 0
t
, (1)
where qr represents a reference profile for potential temperature, q 0 a local potential temperature75
anomaly, t a relaxation timescale, and z the height above sea level. wLS is usually interpolated76
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to zero at the surface from the predicted value at the top of the planetary boundary layer and a77
minimum value for the static stability imposed. The time scale, t , represents the strength of the78
coupling between regions and typical values of 2-3 hours can be justified as the spatial scale of79
the system being modeled (⇠500 km) divided by the speed of the fastest internal gravity waves80
(⇠50 m/s).81
82
This circulation can be superimposed on the normal convective motions representing an ide-83
alised large-scale circulation that provides a linkage between two regions. Most studies have used84
a reference column approach, whereby the large-scale circulation is determined by temperature85
differences between the area modeled and an assumed environmental profile; more recently Daleu86
et al. (2012, 2015a) extended this approach to two coupled regions, which enables a more explicit87
representation of the consequences of the large-scale coupling mechanism. The reference column88
approach implies an infinite reservoir of energy and entropy, whereas by using coupled regions it89
is possible to analyse the mechanical energy budget of a closed system, separately attributing the90
contribution of the large-scale circulation described above and of the residual convective motions91
in the two regions.92
93
The approach to the diagnosis of the mechanical work done by convection adopted in this paper94
broadly follows the isentropic perspective introduced by Pauluis and Mrowiec (2013) and Pauluis95
(2016). The conditional average of the vertical mass flux of air parcels, hrwi, where r is the96
density of dry air and w is vertical velocity, is calculated in (z,qe) space, qe being the equivalent97
potential temperature. This is illustrated in Figure A1a. This conditionally averaged vertical mass98
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flux can be used to derive a streamfunction Y (Figure A1b):99
Y(z,qe) =
Z qe
0
hrwi(z,q 0e)dq 0e . (2)
This describes mass flows in (z,qe) space and can be regarded as a a projection onto thermody-100
namic variables of the overturning circulation. It may be treated as a streamfunction providing101
divergent flows in that space do not exist. Likewise, conditional averages in (z,qe) space of102
variables such as temperature (T ), vapour mixing ratio (rv), liquid water mixing ratio (rl), ice103
mixing ratio (ri), entropy (S) and buoyancy (B) can be obtained. See Pauluis and Mrowiec (2013)104
for a further discussion of the merits of this approach.105
106
Pauluis (2016) derives an approximate expression which relates components of work produced107
by a closed contour of the streamfunction which can be expressed as:108
I
TdS| {z }
WTdS
  Â
w=v,l,i
I
( Gw)drw| {z }
DG
⇡
I
Bdz| {z }
Wb
+g
I
rTdz| {z }
Wp
, (3)
where rT = rv+ rl+ ri is the total water mixing ratio, g represents the acceleration due to gravity109
and Gw the specific Gibbs free energy for the various phases of water represented in the model.110
WTdS, the first item on the left hand side of this equation, can be interpreted as the work that111
would be done by a generalized Carnot engine with the same path in (T,S) coordinates. The112
second term, DG , referred to as the “Gibbs penalty”, is the lost part of that work that is needed to113
evaporate liquid water at below saturation into the system in order to maintain the mean humidity114
profile against the hydrological cycle and is discussed in detail in Pauluis and Held (2002a,b)115
and Pauluis (2011). The first term on the right hand side,Wb, is the generation of kinetic energy116
by resolved motions in the model and the second, Wp, the increase in geopotential energy of the117
water content lifted by convection. Ultimately, the buoyancy term Wb generates kinetic motion118
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of air which is dissipated through turbulent processes mostly near the surface and the moisture119
elevator term Wp generates potential energy in hydrometeors which is subsequently dissipated120
through friction during precipitation (Pauluis et al. 2000). The Gibbs penalty term does not121
correspond to external energy transiting through the system, but serves to limit the work available122
for conversion into mechanical energy. In this sense, the Gibbs penalty is the part of the entropy123
budget that needs to be expended to maintain the composition changes in the hydrological cycle,124
and that therefore cannot be used to produce mechanical work.125
126
The terms in this equation can be represented by thermodynamic diagrams of streamfunction127
contours in the appropriate spaces, for example that forWTdS in (S,T ) space. A weighted total of128
integrals along equally spaced contours of Y is used to calculate values of the terms in Eq. 3 for129
the entire system. Figure A2 shows contours for the most significant terms in the case of a single130
region in radiative-convective equilibrium for the model configuration described below.131
132
This paper applies the diagnostic approach outlined above to unpack the generation of me-133
chanical work by a modeled overturning circulation superimposed on convective processes. In134
particular it analyses the relationship between the strength of WTG coupling and the strength135
of the circulation, partitioned into contributions from the large-scale circulation and convective136
circulations in relatively cool/dry and warm/moist regions, in order to deepen understanding of137
how the large-scale circulation can suppress or enhance convection. The impact of varying the138
SST difference between the regions is also analysed.139
140
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 explains how an isentropic analysis can be applied141
to two coupled regions and also suggests a refinement that improves the accuracy of the decom-142
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position for an anelastic model. Section 3 briefly describes the CRM used and presents numerical143
results for the mechanical energy budget, partitioned into a large-scale circulation and convective144
localised flows for varying strengths of coupling as well as further results for varying SST differ-145
ences between the two regions. Section 4 develops an analytical expression for the generation of146
kinetic energy by the WTG coupling, which is seen to be consistent with results obtained from147
the CRM. Scaling arguments are also developed for comparison with other results obtained by the148
CRM. The implications of this study are discussed and some conclusions are drawn in Section 5.149
2. Isentropic diagnostic framework150
a. General approach151
As in Pauluis (2016), entropy is expressed as specific entropy per unit mass of dry air:152
s= sd+ rvsv+ rlsl+ risi , (4)
where sd is the specific entropy of dry air, and sw for w = v, l, i are the specific entropies of the153
three phases of water. In order to achieve a one-to-one relationship between equivalent potential154
temperature and this specific entropy, the former is defined as:155
qe = T0 ln
s
cp
, (5)
where T0 is the temperature at the triple point of water and cp is the heat capacity of dry air at156
constant pressure.157
Pauluis (2016) uses a weighted average of equally spaced contours of the streamfunction over158
the region where Y < 0 to calculate the components of overall work throughput of the system as159
expressed in Eq. 3. Following that approach, these integrals are calculated here along contours160
of the streamfunction in (z,qe) space, using the conditionally averaged values of the variables re-161
quired for the calculation (such as T,S forWTdS etc.) of the points defining the trajectory, rather162
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than seeking first to determine a streamfunction in (T,S) space and then to calculate contour inte-163
grals in that space. The same results can also be calculated using appropriate surface integrals of164
the streamfunction, e.g. the first term on the left hand side of Eq. 3 becomes
RR
YdSdT over the165
same domain. Although the results shown in this paper are calculated using contours, the surface166
integral approach is important in justifying the partitioning approach described below.167
b. Extension to two region case168
This paper applies the decomposition of work done discussed above to a two-region system,169
where the regions are coupled by a large-scale circulation consisting of vertical winds specified by170
the WTG approximation. The cooler region is identified by a subscript 1 and represents a fraction171
1  e of the total area, and the warmer region (subscript 2) a fraction e (all the numerical results172
shown in this paper are based on e = 0.5). When a temperature difference between the surfaces173
underlying the two regions gives rise to a large-scale circulation, there will be mass transfers174
between the two regions and the contours of the integral of the vertical mass flux (as in Eq. 2) in175
each region will not be closed, making it impossible to estimate the components of Eq. 3 within176
each region using either contour or surface integrals (the latter requiring a domain bounded by a177
constant value of the streamfunction).178
179
One could, of course, merge the two regions prior to performing any analysis, but this introduces180
significant error as the dynamics are generally influenced by local rather than merged values of181
fields (e.g. buoyancy for Wb =
H
Bdz), and such a method will not permit a partitioning of the182
components of work done to localised features in each region and to the large scale circulation.183
184
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Instead, one can identify and separate out the vertical large-scale velocities wLS,1(z),wLS,2(z)185
(obtained from the values of Y(z,qe) as qe ! • and the dry air mass distribution in each region).186
The circulations calculated using Eq. 2 for convective local velocities w⇤i = wi wLS,i (i = 1,2)187
in each region will now be closed, as will that in a notional third “region” which consists of the188
total of the large-scale circulation within the two regions, weighted by their relative areas, since189
(1  e)wLS,1+ ewLS,2 = 0. These streamfunctions are additive by construction:190
Y1+Y2 =Y⇤1+Y⇤2+YLS , (6)
where Y1,2 are the observed circulations in each region, Y⇤1,2 represent the adjusted local circula-191
tions and YLS is the large-scale circulation. The respective surface integrals will also be additive,192
providing that a domain is selected that is bounded by a contour for which all the Y = 0 and that193
Y 6 0 throughout that domain (which should generally be possible for a sufficiently smooth sys-194
tem). This additivity is important because it means that the partitioning of work in Eq. 3 can also195
be extended to the components of the coupled two-region system. For example:196
WTdS =
ZZ
Y⇤1dSdT +
ZZ
Y⇤2dSdT +
ZZ
YLSdSdT (7)
Since the surface integrals are additive, a calculation of these quantities using contour integrals197
will also be additive. An example of this partitioning can be seen in Figure A3.198
199
As has been mentioned, these integrals are calculated for the entire system using weighted tra-200
jectories along contours of the streamfunction in (qe,z) space, and with averaged values for the201
other quantities required for the calculation. The values are calculated separately for each region202
while for the large-scale circulation a mean value is taken, weighted by the contribution of each203
region to that point in the combined thermodynamic space. As a result of this, the calculation of204
the large-scale terms is more approximate.205
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c. Anelastic case206
The derivation of Eq. 3 uses the hydrostatic approximation for the reference profile, where the207
total pressure of all gases in the atmosphere (i.e. dry air and water vapour) is related to height. In208
the case of an anelastic model, such as the Met Office’s Large Eddy Model (LEM) which is used209
to derive the numerical results in this paper, it is the partial pressure of dry air that is assumed to210
be in hydrostatic equilibrium in the reference profile, and as will be seen the balance of Eq. 3 can211
be improved by a small correction which is conveniently included in the water vapour component212
of the Gibbs penalty term and is derived in Appendix A.213
3. Model description and results214
a. Model setup215
The numerical simulations in this section have been produced using a configuration of version216
2.4 of the Met Office’s Large Eddy Model (LEM) in cloud-resolving mode amended to inves-217
tigate the effect of coupling two regions via the WTG in an idealised context. The underlying218
LEM is described in Gray et al. (2001) and more complete details of the configuration used219
here can be found in Daleu et al. (2012). The microphysics are represented by a five-category220
prognostic scheme, with mixing ratios for cloud water, rain, ice, graupel and snow and with221
number concentrations for ice, graupel and snow. Each region is modelled in a two-dimensional222
configuration with a width of 128km (resolution of 500m) and a height of 20km (60 vertical223
levels). A fixed tropospheric cooling profile is used rather than interactive radiation; In order224
to isolate the effect of the coupling strength, a fixed tropospheric cooling profile is used rather225
than interactive radiation. The cooling rate is fixed at 1.5 K/day below 220 hPa, and decreases226
linearly with pressure to 0 K/day at 120 hPa, corresponding to integrated atmospheric cooling227
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close to 150Wm 2, depending on the precise value of the surface pressure .The sub-grid model228
is parametrised using a modified first order Smagorinsky-Lilly approach. For consistency with229
previous studies with this model a mixing length of 250m was used, but the impact of this choice230
on the conclusions of this paper was tested and found to be minor.231
232
The WTG velocity is specified by the region-mean potential temperature difference between233
the two regions and is used to perform advection of both temperature and moisture between234
the two regions. The two regions are of equal size and the temperature difference at the235
surface between them, DTs, unless otherwise specified, is set to 2K (302.7K and 304.7K236
for each region). The LEM is run to equilibrium for a 120 day duration (although no diur-237
nal cycle is modeled), with the first 20 days discarded from the analysis to avoid any transient238
features, and results are obtained every 30 minutes, giving 4,800 samples of the required variables.239
240
The LEM includes a considerable number of approximations, particularly with respect to the241
thermodynamics of the system. For example, the specific heat capacities of liquid water and water242
vapour are taken to be equal (and effectively zero) and the specific enthalpy of water vapour Lv243
does not depend on temperature; these are not consistent with the more exact approach underlying244
Eq. 3 that is implemented in the diagnostics. Although these approximations are not ideal, the245
application of a more sophisticated diagnostic framework to motions and variable values derived246
from a simplified model still provides insight into the full thermodynamic processes that are ap-247
proximated in the LEM. This choice of model configuration involves a number of compromises248
that facilitate multiple long simulations over a more detailed representation of the features being249
modelled, consistent with the idealised nature of the experiments described.250
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b. Results for single region251
The model was first run for an uncoupled single region over 302.7K sea-surface temperature.252
The resulting thermodynamic diagrams (Figure A2) have already been mentioned. Values for the253
work terms can be seen in Table A1, in which the effect of the modification described in Appendix254
1 is also identified. For comparison, the reference case values calculated in Pauluis (2016, Table255
1) are also shown.256
257
It will be seen that the values obtained here are in general some 30% higher than those in Pauluis258
(2016). Comparison of the Wp thermodynamic diagrams (Figure A2b in this paper and 4c in259
Pauluis (2016)) indicates that the atmosphere modeled here has a significantly higher total water260
mixing ratio, partially explained by the choice of model parameters to represent conditions in the261
Western Pacific – for example the SST for these simulations is 2.2K higher than in Pauluis (2016).262
Likewise, the WTdS diagram (Figure A2d in this paper and 4a in Pauluis (2016)) shows higher263
values for entropy, and slightly higher temperatures. The relative values of the mechanical work264
components are consistent between the two models, and consistent with scaling arguments which265
are developed below.266
c. Dependency of components of work done on strength of coupling267
In order to investigate the impact of the coupling on the generation of mechanical work in the268
two regions, simulations were performed with values of the WTG timescale t between 1 hour269
and 50 hours; results for two uncoupled regions are also shown for comparison (t = •). It will270
be seen that values of the components of work done for the total system remain broadly constant271
(Figure A4a), although the introduction of coupling produces a marginal increase inWb andWTdS272
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which then decreases as the coupling increases.273
274
Values for the local circulations in each of the regions (Figures A4c and A4d) on the other hand275
exhibit a significant difference from the overall mean. This difference is already marked at very276
weak coupling and increases as the value of t decreases, although the values for the cooler region277
remain almost constant for t < 10 hrs, possibly reflecting the fact that the region approaches278
a humidity minimum (Figure A5). Column integrated water vapour in that region decreases279
significantly between t = 50 hours and t = 10 hours and then shows less variation, indeed a slight280
increase for t < 5 hours. As the cooler region dries, the relative importance of the Gibbs penalty281
component will increase. Weaker convection is associated with a disproportionate decrease in the282
buoyancy component, as discussed in Pauluis (2016). Figure A6 shows the vertical mass flux for283
the two regions for t = 50 hrs which confirms that convection in the cooler region is markedly284
suppressed even for such weak coupling.285
286
The large-scale circulation (Figure A4b) shows a different pattern; this includes both regions,287
which maintain a temperature difference, and hence Wb plays a more prominent role, reducing288
as the coupling increases and the temperature difference decreases. This decrease is partly289
compensated by a slight increase in Wp as a stronger circulation lifts more moisture. The Gibbs290
penalty increases with the coupling up to a maximum at around t = 5 –10 hrs before decreasing;291
this can be attributed to increasing coupling first leading to drying of the cooler region and292
hence to a decrease in the relative humidity at which energy enters the system (see the scaling293
arguments below for how this impacts DG non-linearly). As discussed above, as t decreases294
below 5 hours the cooler region marginally moistens which contributes to the increase in DG .295
The mechanical work terms for components of the large-scale circulation for strong coupling296
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are similar in magnitude to those for the localised circulation in the cooler region; both are297
substantially smaller than those for the warmer region. As previously mentioned, the balance in298
the large-scale circulation is more approximate than for the other components, and in fact is not299
improved by inclusion of the correction term described in Appendix A.300
301
d. Components of kinetic energy302
The relationship between the strength of the coupling and components of kinetic energy in the303
total system is shown in Figure A7. The coupling has an insignificant effect on the kinetic energy304
in the aggregate system, but a strong influence on the vertical kinetic energy associated with the305
large-scale circulation, which increases with coupling strength. The increase in vertical kinetic306
energy for smaller t indicates that the effect of reducing t in increasing w in Eq. 1 is stronger307
than the effect that enhanced coupling has on reducing the temperature contrast q 0 between the308
regions.309
310
A similar comparison between large-scale and convective horizontal components of kinetic311
energy would require further assumptions as to the distance between the two regions and their312
geometry. From a thermodynamic perspective, horizontal motion is of less relevance to the313
generation of mechanical energy, as it traverses only a small temperature contrast (as forced by the314
coupling). It is true to say that the horizontal near-surface flow will likely contribute substantially315
to the total frictional dissipation in the real system, but in our modelled system this dissipation is316
constrained to occur in the two regions.317
318
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This comparison between large-scale and convective vertical kinetic energies indicates how319
weak the large-scale circulation is when compared with convective motions. Despite this, the320
introduction of a large-scale circulation through WTG coupling has very noticeable effects on the321
strength and nature of the convection within the two regions. In the absence of this large-scale322
circulation the mechanical energy budgets in the two regions are very similar. However, even323
with a very weak large-scale overturning circulation, convection in the warm region is markedly324
enhanced and that in the cool region suppressed.325
e. Dependence on SST difference between the regions326
A further set of numerical experiments was performed for strong coupling (t = 2 hours) where327
the temperature difference between the two regions was varied between 0K and 2K. In each exper-328
iment, the regions were of equal area and the mean SST of the aggregate system was 303.7K. Plots329
of the components of the mechanical budget are shown in Figure A9. As in the experiment with330
varying coupling strength, the values of the four components of the mechanical work budget re-331
main broadly constant for the system in aggregate, independent of the SST difference. The values332
for the cool and warm regions coincide for DTs=0 and then diverge gradually. The components of333
the budget for the large-scale circulation exhibit a quadratic dependency on DTs redfor low values334
of DTs (see also the log plot in Figure A10) which is discussed below.335
4. Analytical expressions and scaling336
a. Energy conversion under the Weak Temperature Gradient Approximation337
The simple form of the WTG means that it is possible to derive an analytical expression for338
the rate of conversion of potential energy into kinetic energy that it implies. Following Romps339
(2012) one can express the thermodynamic equation for a one-dimensional WTG system in height340
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coordinates as follows:341
∂B
∂ t
= N2w+Q , (8)
where B= gq
0
q is the dry buoyancy , N is the local Brunt-Va¨isa¨la¨ frequency (N
2 =  gq ∂q∂ z ), and342
Q is the external heat input into the system. It is assumed that N does not have any dependency on343
time although it can vary with height.344
If the WTG approximation is used, the vertical velocity (above the boundary layer) can be ex-345
pressed as:346
w=
q 0
t ∂q∂ z
=
B
tN2
. (9)
347
The Available Potential Energy (APE) introduced by Lorenz (1960), A¯, of the system can be348
described locally in terms of these variables by dry “availability” A = B
2
2N2 . It can be shown that349
the density-weighted column integral of A is equal to A¯. The time derivative of the local availability350
is given by:351
∂A
∂ t
=
2B
2N2
∂B
∂ t
=
BQ
N2
 Bw= BQ
N2
  2A
t
. (10)
This can be interpreted as indicating that availability is increased by a differential heating term352
BQ
N2 which is balanced by a conversion term from potential to kinetic energy of:353
CA!KE =
2A
t
. (11)
Thus for the system as a whole (ignoring the complication of the boundary layer interpolation)354
the conversion to kinetic energy will be 2A¯t . It will also be noted that Eq. 10 requires heat input to355
correlate with positive buoyancy, which is consistent with the second law of thermodynamics. The356
effect of the boundary layer interpolation is to weaken the coupling in the lowest layers, which can357
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be represented by increasing the value of t for those layers - the impact of this adjustment is minor.358
359
Figure A8 compares the conversion term from Eq. 11 and the large-scale components of the360
mechanical energy budget as in Figure A4b, which of course includes moist variables. The me-361
chanical work done termsWb scales as 2A¯t , in fact the values coincide. As the APE has a quadratic362
dependency on the temperature difference between the two regions (which will in turn depend lin-363
early on the temperature difference at the surface), a quadratic dependency of the work terms on364
DTs may be anticipated. This is indeed seen in Figure A9b as presented in Section 3e - a log-log365
plot of the same values is shown in Figure A10.366
b. Scaling for components of work done367
Further scalings can be developed for the relative values of the terms in the mechanical energy368
budget. These do not depend on the assumption of a coupling mechanism. In an anelastic model369
such as the LEM, the buoyancy (see Gray et al. (2004, Eq. 11 - 13)) is calculated as:370
B= g
 
q 0
qr
+
✓
Rv
Rd
 1
◆
rv  Â
w 6=v
rw
!
, (12)
where Rv and Rd are the specific gas constants for water vapour and dry air and qr is the371
reference-state potential temperature. Hence, if we assume that variations in specific humidity372
dominate the buoyancy rather than any temperature differences as is suggested by these model373
results, and also that d rT ⇡ d rv, only the second term in Eq 12 need be considered for scaling374
purposes. Hence the buoyancy lifting term, Wb in Eq. 3 , will scale as (RvRd   1)Wp = 0.6⇥Wp,375
with Wp being the moisture lifting term. The approximate scaling between Wb and Wp can be376
readily verified from the numerical values shown in Table A1 and also holds for the warmer377
region for the two-region system (Figure A4d) which dominates the aggregate system (Figure378
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A4a). In circumstances where the temperature differences are significant (and correlated with379
moisture anomalies), such as for the large-scale circulation at low coupling strength one could380
expect WbWp to have a value greater than 0.6 as is observed (Figure A4b).381
382
Pauluis (2011, Eq. 25) gives an expression for the Gibbs penalty. Assuming that condensation383
occurs close to saturation, that vapour anomalies dominate as before and that the sensible heat384
component is negligible, an approximate expression for this term can be written in terms of the385
net rate of evaporation at the surface E = DrvDt :386
DG ⇡ RvToutE lnHin (13)
whereH is relative humidity and the subscripts in, out indicate conditional harmonic means over387
the zones where heat enters and leaves the system. For example, if we write Fin for heat input and388
A as the system’s boundary then following Ambaum (2010, Eq. 10.50):389
1
Tin
=
✓Z
A
Fin dA
◆ 1 Z
A
Fin
T
dA . (14)
Tout is defined likewise using Fout, the heat output of the system, andHin is defined as in Pauluis390
(2011, Eq. 16).391
Likewise, WTdS will be mainly driven by the latent heat input and scales with the generalized392
Carnot efficiency:393
WTdS ⇡ Tin ToutTin (LvE+DG ) (15)
⇡ Tin Tout
Tin
LvE , (16)
where Lv is the enthalpy of vaporisation of water. It will be seen from Eq. 13 that the Gibbs394
penalty term can be neglected in scaling Eq. 15, given that RvToutLv ⇡ 0.05. Eliminating E between395
Eqs 13 and 16:396
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DG ⇡  RvToutTin
Lv(Tin Tout) lnHinWTdS . (17)
Values of 295 K for Tin and 280 K for Tout can be obtained from the model (or even by inspection397
of Figure A2d which shows values for the RCE case, which will also be typical for the aggregate398
system). An average value forHin is more problematic to define, but using 60% is consistent with399
model results and the observed values of DG ⇡ 0.5WTdS.400
401
It is possible to develop Equation 17 further by making use of the Clausius-Clapeyron relation402
in the form deses =
LvdT
RvT 2
:403
DG
WTdS
⇡  RvToutTin
Lv(Tin Tout) lnHin , (18)
⇡ lnHin
ln es,outes,in
, (19)
where es,in and es,out are the saturated vapour pressures of water at temperatures Tin and Tout.404
Defining rv,in as the vapour mixing ratio corresponding toHin at temperature Tin and dry pressure405
pd,in:406
DG
WTdS
=
ln Rvrv,inpd,inRdes,out + ln
es,out
es,in
ln es,outes,in
, (20)
We now introduce rvs,out via es,out = Rv/Rd pd,outrvs,out where pd,out is the partial pressure of dry407
air at temperature Tout. Substituting for es,out in the first logarithm in the numerator of Eq. 20 leads408
to:409
DG
WTdS
= 1  ln pd,out/pd,in
lnes,out/es,in
  lnrvs,out/rv,in
lnes,out/es,in
. (21)
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Assuming that rvs,out . rv,in (see Figure A2b to confirm that this is reasonable for all but the410
shallowest circulations):411
DG
WTdS
. 1 
ln pd,outpd,in
ln es,outes,in
(22)
(23)
Making a Taylor expansion in ln(1+ x)⇡ x:412
DG
WTdS
. 1 
Dz
H⇤pd
Dz
H⇤es
(24)
. 1  H
⇤
es
H⇤pd
(25)
. 1  RvgT¯
RdLvG
, (26)
where Dz is the height difference between the in and out states, and H⇤es =  RvT¯
2
LvG , H
⇤
pd =
RdT¯
g413
are the scale heights for saturated vapour pressure and the partial pressure of dry air, T¯ is an414
average temperature over the cycle between Tin and Tout and G is the atmospheric lapse rate. Using415
T¯ = 290K and G= 5km 1 gives DGWTdS < 0.64. This ratio will decrease as
rv,out
rv,in
decreases, i.e. as416
the temperature difference between the “in” and “out” states increases.417
418
Combining these various elements as in Eq. 3, one can expect the efficiency with which such a419
system in aggregate generates mechanical workWb to be typically 20% of the generalized Carnot420
maximumWTdS. The values shown in Table A1 and in Figure A4 are consistent with these scalings.421
422
There is an imbalance in latent heat input between the regions, consistent with the transport of423
moisture from the cool region to the warm region. The Gibbs penalty component of the mechanical424
energy budget for the large-scale circulation is strongly correlated with this moisture transport425
between the regions (Fig. A11). The relationship between these two quantities can be explained426
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using Eq. 13, using the net moisture advected by the large-scale circulation:427
DG ⇡  Rv
Lv
Tout lnHin⇥ latent heat transport . (27)
Using Tout = 285K andHin = 60% as before provides a good fit.428
5. Summary and discussion429
This paper shows how the mechanical energy budget for a convecting system proposed in430
Pauluis (2016) can be applied in the case of two coupled regions, permitting attribution of each431
of the components to either localised features within one of the two regions or to the large-scale432
circulation. It also proposes a refinement to the basic approach in the case of an anelastic cloud433
resolving model. Our work has not identified any energetic inconsistencies introduced by the use434
of the WTG approximation as a proxy for large-scale circulation.435
436
Numerical results were obtained using a CRM in which two regions are coupled using the437
WTG approximation. They demonstrate that theterms in the mechanical energy budget of the438
system considered as a whole are insensitive to the strength (indeed even the presence) of the439
coupling, indicating that the coupling does not distort the energy balance of the whole system.440
However, even very weak coupling has a marked effect on the nature of the convection within441
each region and its associated energy budget terms. As the strength of the coupling increases the442
convection in the cool region is further suppressed and that in the warmer region enhanced. It is443
possible that some of this insensitivity is a consequence of using a fixed cooling profile rather444
than an interactive radiative model. However, other broad properties of the system appear to be445
independent of the coupling strength which suggests that an interactive radiative scheme would be446
likely to produce similar results. Further numerical experiments show that the mechanical energy447
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budget for the entire system is equally insensitive to changes in the difference in SSTs between448
the columns.449
450
The ratios between the component terms contributing to the total energy flows for the entire451
system and for each of the regions (where the effect of the large-scale velocity is isolated) are452
relatively constant as a function of coupling strength and are consistent with estimates obtained453
by theoretical scaling arguments. On the other hand, the values of the component terms for the454
large-scale circulation exhibit markedly different features in that the buoyancy contribution is455
more significant than that due to the lifting of precipitation while the Gibbs penalty reaches a456
maximum as the cooler region dries out, before then decreasing as the differences between the457
regions are eliminated with stronger coupling.458
459
The buoyancy contribution to the large-scale circulation is consistent with that predicted from460
an analytical approach to the energetics implied by WTG in a dry setup which also predicts461
its quadratic dependency on the SST difference between the columns that is observed. We also462
present more general scaling arguments for the components of a mechanical energy budget, which463
could serve to indicate the impact of changing atmospheric conditions on the generation of kinetic464
energy.465
466
The vertical kinetic energy associated with the large-scale circulation is found to be more than467
three orders of magnitude smaller than the vertical kinetic energy associated with the convection468
within each region. Despite this weak magnitude, the coupling has a strong influence on the469
suppression and enhancement of convection in each of the regions. The imposition of the WTG470
approximation may be interpreted as a representation of the requirement for low temperature471
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gradients in the tropics due to weak rotational effects. In this sense, the contrast in local convective472
intensity can be seen as the consequence of a large-scale dynamical constraint and not as a local473
result of contrast in SSTs.474
475
The techniques introduced in this paper, suitably modified, can be applied to reanalysis products476
to estimate a mechanical work budget for large-scale circulations such as the Walker or Hadley477
circulations, which would provide further insight into whether coupling techniques such as the478
WTG provide a useful approach to reflecting such phenomena in studies of convection. Similarly,479
they could shed light on the mechanics of convective aggregation, which can be studied using the480
WTG approximation (Emanuel et al. 2014).481
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APPENDIX A486
Components of work done in an anelastic model487
In this appendix we explain how the derivation of the components of work (Eq. 3) in Pauluis488
(2016) can be refined in the case of an anelastic model and we derive an approximate expression489
for a suggested correction term.490
a. Hydrostatic balance in an anelastic context491
The original derivation of Eq. 3 involves the use of the hydrostatic approximation dp= rrefgdz492
in evaluating  addp, where rref is the density of dry air in the reference profile and ad is the493
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specific volume of dry air. In an anelastic model such as the LEM, this need not hold in general,494
but it does hold for the reference profile, where it relates the partial pressure of dry air p0 to height:495
dp0 = rrefgdz.496
b. Derivation of approximate correction term497
The original derivation of Eq. 3 can be restated as below:498
I
Tds= 
I
addp  Â
w=v,l,i
I
gwdrw , (A1)
where:499
ad =
RdT + rvRvT
p
(A2)
⇡ RdTref
p
 
1+
T 0+ rv(RvRd )Tref  rTTref
Tref
+ rT
!
(A3)
=
RdTref
p
✓
1+
B
g
+ rT
◆
, (A4)
using the definition of B in Eq. 12, and where Rd and Rv are the specific gas constants for dry air500
and water vapour respectively, and Tref the temperature of the reference profile, ignoring expres-501
sions that are second order in the mixing ratio or buoyancy. Likewise, one can then approximate502
the contour integrals of the second and third terms on the right hand side of Eq. A4:503
 
I RdTrefB
gp
dp⇡ 
I RdTrefB
gp0
dp0 =
I
Bdz (A5)
 
I RdTre f rT
p
dp⇡
I
grTdz . (A6)
The contour integral of the first term on the right hand side of A4 is zero for an anelastic model if504
the full hydrostatic approximation is used as in Pauluis (2016). Applying instead the hydrostatic505
approximation for dry air, it can be simplified with the assumption that the reference profile is506
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close to the equilibrium state and that variations in the pressure of dry air at a given height are in-507
significant when compared with variations in water vapour pressure, (ie p⇡ pref+e) and ignoring508
higher orders of epref to obtain an additional term:509
 
I RdTref
p
dp= 
I RdTref
pref+ e
d(pref+ e) (A7)
⇡ 
I RdTref
pref
dpref+
I eRdTref
pref2
dpref 
I RdTref
pref
de . (A8)
Making use of the gas law:510
 
I RdTref
p
dp⇡ 
I 1
rref
dpref+
I eRdTref
p2ref
dpref 
I RdTref
pref
de . (A9)
Using the hydrostatic approximation, and remembering that e= rv RvRd pref:511
 
I RdTref
p
dp⇡
I
gdz+
I rvRvTref
pref
dpref 
I rvRvTref
pref
dpref 
I
RvTref
drv
dpref
dpref . (A10)
The first of the terms on the right hand side is zero, and the second and third cancel, leaving the512
final term, which can be expressed as an integral in rv:513
 
I RdTref
p
dp⇡ 
I
RvTrefdrv . (A11)
This expression can be integrated by parts and then expressed in terms of an integral in z:514
 
I RdTref
p
dp⇡+
I
RvrvdTref = 
I
RvrvGdz , (A12)
where G is the lapse rate of the reference profile. Eq. A11 is the form of the equation that is used515
to calculate this term numerically in the contour integrals, Eq. A12 provides a more useful form516
in developing scaling arguments below.517
The new term in the form shown in Eq. A11 bears a similarity to a term in the water vapour518
component of the Gibbs penalty
H
( Gv)drv, depending as it does on the same state variables since:519
Gv = cl
✓
T  Tf  T ln TTf
◆
+RvT lnH (A13)
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where cl is the specific heat capacity of liquid water at constant pressure, Tf its freezing temper-520
ature and H the relative humidity. One can therefore introduce a modified specific Gibbs free521
energy for the vapour state:522
G ⇤v = cl
✓
T  Tf  T ln TTf
◆
+RvT (1+ lnH ) (A14)
and (neglecting a term in Tref T ) instead of Eq. 3 one can write:523
I
TdS⇡
I
Bdz+
I
rT gdz+ Â
w=v,l,i
I
( G ⇤w)drw (A15)
where G ⇤w = Gw for w = l, i. (It could be argued that from a physical perspective this term is a524
correction to the mechanical work generated and should therefore instead be combined withWb.)525
c. Numerical values and scalings526
The contribution of this new term can be illustrated by comparing numerical values for the527
components of Eq A15 with the modified version produced by the LEM for the case of a single528
uncoupled convecting region in a state of equilibrium over a surface at a temperature of 302.7K529
(as discussed in section 3.b). As Table A1 shows, the effect of the correction term is to reduce the530
discrepancy in the equation from around 5% of the largest term to less than 1%. Similar impacts531
are observed in other configurations of the model, including in the coupled version.532
533
The additional term expressed in the form in Eq. A12 will scale as approximately 20% ofWp in534
Eq. 3 , for a moist adiabiatic temperature profile where the lapse rate of the reference state G will535
be approximately half the dry adiabatic lapse rate gcp , where cp is the specific heat capacity of dry536
air at constant pressure given that Rvcp=0.46.537
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TABLE 1. Numerical values for the terms of Equation 3 for the control case of RCE in a single region. DG is
the unmodified Gibbs penalty component and D the corresponding discrepancy in the equation; DG ⇤ and D⇤ are
the same quantities including the adjustment described in Appendix A.
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596
(Wm 2) WTdS Wb Wp DG D DG ⇤ D⇤
Base case 11.17 2.18 3.14 6.32 -0.47 5.81 0.04
Pauluis (2016) 8.3 1.5 2.5 4.6 -0.3 - -
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FIG. 1. (a) Isentropic distribution and (b) streamfunction of the vertical mass flux hrwi for a single uncoupled
region at RCE over an SST of 302.7 K. The solid line represents the mean profile of the equivalent potential
temperature qe.
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FIG. 3. a) (b) Contours of the integrated vertical mass flux for each of the two regions analyed in isolation.
The regions are run to RCE and are coupled with t = 2 hours. Note that the contours are not closed and so
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FIG. 6. Isentropic distribution of the vertical mass flux hrwi for (a) the cool region and (b) the warm region
with coupling t = 50 hours. The solid line represents the mean profile of the equivalent potential temperature
qe.
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FIG. 7. Components of kinetic energy - the blue line represents the horizontal component and the green
line the vertical component for the aggregate system. The contribution of the large-scale motion to the vertical
kinetic energy is shown in black.
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FIG. 8. As Fig. 4 (b). In addition the conversion rate from potential to kinetic energy based on Eq. 11 is
shown in violet.
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(a) Total system (b) Large-scale circulation
(c) Cooler column (d) Warmer column
FIG. 9. Components of Eq. 3 for (a) the total system, (b) the large-scale circulation and (c) (d) the convective
circulations in the cooler and warmer regions for varying values of DTs, the difference between the SSTs in the
two regions. The blue line indicatesWb , the buoyancy work done, the redWp, the moisture elevator term, the
green DG⇤, the Gibbs penalty, and the black lineWTdS the Carnot maximum. In panel b) the red and blue lines
largely coincide
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FIG. 10. Components of Eq. 3 for the large-scale circulation (as shown in Figure A9 ,but plotted on a log-log
scale) for varying values of DTs, the difference between the SSTs in the two regions. The blue line indicatesWb ,
the buoyancy work done, the redWp, the moisture elevator term, the green DG⇤, the Gibbs penalty, and the black
lineWTdS the Carnot maximum.
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(a) Coupling strength (b) SST difference
FIG. 11. Comparison between the Gibbs penalty component of the large-scale circulation (red, left hand axis)
and latent heat transported between the regions (blue, right hand axis) for a) the numerical experiment where
coupling strength is varied and b) the numerical experiment where SST difference is varied.
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